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-  Essential Services & critical infrastructures 

-  Systemic Behavior, cascades and critical events 

-   A Multidisciplinary Discipline 

-  Just an other triad: Efficiency, Security, Sustainability 

-  The advent of Smart society 
 
-  Obserbot: a data crawler for collecting customers’ observation 

-  Conclusions 
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-  An Infrastructure is a system consisting of humans, 

physical devices and software designed and managed to 
provide goods or services. 

-  Infrastructures providing “Essential Services” for the 
countries at high level of development are named Critical. 

-  Infrastructures are not able to work standalone the rely on each 
other. They are said to be interdependent. 

-  Modern societies form complex entities named Systems of 
Systems (or networks of networks) 

 

Essen*al'Services'vs'Cri*cal'Infrastructures'
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-  Water, food & Energy supply in various forms (OT) 

-  Transports (OT) 

-  Communication & Information (ICT) [Laws GDPR] 

-  Operational Technology and Information Technology are totally 
interconnected. Should we keep them separate? 

-  Physical and Information security form an Aristotelian 
“Sinolo” - Cybersecurity, in principle, refers to situations 
where they are both involved. 

Essen*al'Services'
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-  Domain experts: electric engineers, water engineers, 
information experts, computer scientists 

-  Scientists: earthquake experts, geologists, volcanologists etc 

-   Intelligence, CNAIPIC, criminal police, AI applications 

-  Liability: Lawyers & Forensic experts (diritto internazionale & 
diritto comparato) 

-  Economy, Banks & Finance experts 

-  Policy makers (people representatives) & Asset owners 

Mul*disciplinary'Skills'
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Critical Infrastructures are those vital to sustain the social 
organization in advanced countries. 

Cri*cal'Infrastructures'
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Abstract'Network'of'Networks'
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Infrastructures are inter-dependent they for a “System of Systems”.  
The systemic level is crucial for the advent of the “Smart Society” 
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The'“RES”'Triad'
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Sustainability 

Resiliency 

Efficiency 

In Latin Res means “the thing”  
and also  the “matter”, the “essence” of a problem  
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Sustainability'
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Definition of sustainable 
1: capable of being sustained. 
 
2: 

  a : of, relating to, or being a method of harvesting or using a 
resource so that the resource is not depleted or permanently damaged 
sustainable techniques sustainable agriculture 

  b : of or relating to a lifestyle involving the use of sustainable 
methods sustainable society 
Etimology: From Latin substineo i.e. keep standing; support. 
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-  Definition of efficiency 

-  1 : the quality or degree of being efficient 
-  2 a : efficient operation 
-  b (1) : effective operation as measured by a comparison of production with 

cost (as in energy, time, and money) (2) : the ratio of the useful energy 
delivered by a dynamic system to the energy supplied to it 

Efficiency'defini*on'(s)'
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Etimology: From Latin efficio i.e. perform, complete, progress 
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-  the ability to become strong, healthy, or successful again after something 

bad happens 
 

-   the ability of something to return to its original shape after it has been 
pulled, stretched, pressed, bent, etc.  

-  the capability of a strained body to recover its size and shape after 
deformation caused especially by compressive stress 

-  an ability to recover from or adjust easily to misfortune or change 

Resilience'defini*on'(s)'
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Etimology: From Latin resiliesco i.e. I bounce back 
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Resilient v.s.'robust'

Middle age 
 
Robustness paradigm: 
 Making castle walls as strong as possible to resist against 
opponent’s weapons. 
 
Modern Age 
 
Resilience paradigm: 
 keeping strong city walls (early municipalities), but 
introducing a “patrol system” to defend the city also AFTER 
the opponent’s intrusion. 
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Efficiency and Sustainability are mostly synergistic, while 
resilience (and security in general) is party incompatible. 
 
Exempli gratia 
 
Efficiency implied the minimal allocation of resources to 
provide a service, while resilience is based on redundancies 
i.e. extra allocation of resources to be employed upon 
undesired events. 
 
The more resources are allocated the higher are consumptions 
and hence, harder sustainability. 

Triad'Interplay'
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Systemic'Behavior'
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In a complex system consisting of several Infrastructures 
 
Even if they are all perfectly functioning 
 
The global system (system of systems) may exhibit a “Systemic 
Behavior” vulnerable to disturbances.  
 
An Emergent behavior is one resulting from the global system 
while unexpected form single infrastructure analyses. 
 
Origins are interdependencies and poor resilience. 
 
Thereby the need to develop “netonets” models. 
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Limited'Capaci*es'K'Cascades'
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The Italian blackout  
28-th Sept 2003  - “Light turns out from Italy” –    
ENEA-SIEMENS-ALSTOM et al. Eu project  
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Which ever the system we are studying (Syosy), we need to 
measure its health conditions. 
 
We employ KPI’s (Key Performance Indices) to understand 
how well the Syosy is doing. 
 
From the mathematical point of view the former are 
“measures”; the term metric is preferred as measure refers 
also to actions taken to mitigate impact of contingencies or 
undesired events. 
 
If we want to optimize our system KPI’s are object (merit) 
functions to be maximized (given the constrains) and desired 
states correspond to “Pareto’s configurations”. 
 
For a single infrastructure a typical performance index is the 
Quality of Service QoS or QoL (Quality of life) 

Metrics'(measures'in'Math)'
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Coverage for mobile communications 
 
Energy/Power provided for Electric Systems 
 
Percentage of customers reached by the service 
 
Customer evaluation 
 
Total income or gain – Stokes dividends – ROI Return on 
investment etc for any Ltd company. 
 
Wellness or Security of citizens for National, Eu institutions  
 
Trustworthy for politicians and decision makers 

Examples'of'Metrics'
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Recovered QoS (rQoS) 

Possibly Improved QoS (iQoS) 

Aging Shock & Cascading Recovery Restoration 

Minimum QoS  (mQoS) 

Recovery time (τ) 
QoS/KPI 

time 

1 

Quality of'Service'during'Con*ngencies'

Proper time (λ) 

Restoration time (τ) 

Early 
Warning 
Measures 

Residual  
Sources 
Optimization 

Investments lessons learned Actions 

Manteinance 
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Aging 
Shock 

& 
Cascading 

Recovery 

Minimum QoS  (mQoS) 

Recovery time (τ) 
QoS/KPI 

time 

1 

Total Recovery 

Non Disrup*ve'Con*ngences'

Proper time (λ) 

Aging 

Two parameters normally describe the situation 
LoS:  Total loss (that is the dashed area)  and Minimum Level of Service:  mQoS 
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-   Total amount of water fall in the basin. Or Flux. 

-  Earthquake intensity (Richtel scale) 

-  Flood quote. 

-  DDoS attacks: BOT dimension/fake queries. Or their rates. 

-  Number of Intrusion attempts. Or their rate. 

-  Epidemics: number of infected or (better) virulence.  

-  Energy crisis: Gas, electricity (KWh) missed or their percentage. 

-  Drinkable water lack or its percentage. Fresh food lack/ percentage. 

-  Hurricane intensity Etc. 

Con*ngency'Sizes'
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S (Contingency size) 

Maximum Loss 

0 

Resilience Curves 

LoS 

Robustness Limit 
No LoS 

Average Loss 
Optimum Loss 

S*=Max S 
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Sustainability'
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It is basically related to rate of consumption of resources 
 
Its meaning depends on geographical and temporal scales 
 
Global perspective leads to the environmental  sustainability 
 
National perspective involves also economical features 
 
Company perspective is basically economical and financial (the 
laws enforced my lead to some ethical issues)  
 
ENEA name was formerly referring to environmental sustainability, 
the adjective economical was introduced to dealt with those other 
issues. 
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Let'us'make'it'smart'
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Smart society is a general term referring to the complex of activities 
which benefit of the modern ICT technologies: 
 
-  IoT - Smart cities – Smart villages – Smart Land- Smart districts – 

Smart energy – Smart grids – Domotics – Smart water – smart traffic 
lights – smart houses – smart heating – internet of things – smart 
devices etc 

Turning any activity into a smart provides a better allocation of resources. 
This may lead to a better efficiency (saving); a larger redundancy (safer 
and more secure). 
 
It is only decision makers (and policy makers) that may decide which 
characteristic (in the triad) should benefit of the automation (advent of 
the smart society) 
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Smart'versus'sustainable'
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Smart devices improve usability and hence consumptions. 
 
A larger number of people are able to use a product, 
infrastructure, good etc 
 
This often implies and increase in the consumption of resources. 
e.g.: 
 smart cars can be employed by people without driving license or 
with reduced capabilities. 
 
Smart functioning of aircrafts and airports tend to lower prices 
and increase the number of people flying. 
 
Smart mobiles reached a larger market than old mobiles. 
Moreover the renewal rate is strongly increased. This applies to all 
technological devices. 
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Smart'is'not'safer'
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Exempli gratia 
 
-  Stuxnet: PLC of the centriges for Uranium enrichment were improved to allow 

maintenance without manual intervention. This created a vulnerability which 
(upon a brillant work) allowed to damage the machines by a mere cyber attach! 

-  Meltdown and Spectre arise from the smart management of cash memory in 
the modern processors: confidentiality was lost our privacy is vulnerable. 

-  Navigators (Tom  tom, google map etc) reduced the knowledge of people of 
topography and their routing capability. Thechnically this is a human resilience 
depletion. 

-  Modern telephones require electric energy to work. This was a critical issue 
while restoring Italian electric system after the black-out. Dependency normally 
reduces resilience. 
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Systemic'Modelling'
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Typically models fall under few types: 
 
-  Epidemics SIR, SIS etc: Fails propagate like infections.  

-  Deterministic differential equations: e.g. Theory of systems, 
federal simulators  

-  Agent models I2sim (UBC), CIPCast, Recsim (ENEA) 

-  Macroscopic Deterministic or Stochastic models: IIM, Extended 
Leontief 

-  Mean field approaches. (Complexity Science) 
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The CIPCast platform 

CIPCast'can'perform'Risk'
Analysis'and'predict/
assess,'at'local'and'
regional'scale,'“Damage'
Scenarios”,'i.e.'punctual'
damages'to'the'different'CI'
components;'“Impact'&'
Consequence'Scenarios”,'
i.e.'induced'funcEonal'
outages.''

'

In'a'fully'GIS'

Graphic'InformaEon'System'
environment'

!  CIPcast:'Decision'Support'System'(DSS)'for'supporEng'Emergency'Managers'and'CI'
Operators''

!  Provides'a'comprehensive'assessment'of'the'behaviour'of'CI'under'severe'perturbaEons''

CIPCast 
DB 

B1  
Monitoring of 

Natural 
Phenomena 

B2   
Prediction of 

Natural 
Events 

B3 
Prediction of 

Damage 
Scenarios 

B4 
Prediction of 
Impact and 

Consequences 

B5 
Support of 

efficient 
strategies 
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CIPCast'data'ontology'and'structure'

•  Administrative layers 
•  Primary services (hospitals, schools, etc.) 
•  Morphology and Land Cover 
•  Geology & Landslides 
•  Seismic risk 
•  Hydrogeological Risk & Hazard 

 
 B
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•  Census Data (population, buildings, 
industrial activities, etc.) and other 
statistical data 

•  Parcels and Indicators 

 
 

Socio-economical 

•  Seismic event data (epicentre and magnitude), 
PGA and Shake Maps 

•  Weather forecast 
•  Rainfall: Nowcasting data 

 
 

Quasi-real time data 

Territorial layers and maps 

•  Parametric catalogue of damaging 
earthquakes  

•  Inventory of Landslide Phenomena 
•  Historical data of rainfall and thermometry 

Historical events 
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•  Electric (Generating Stations, Substations, 
Transmission Lines, Electric Interconnects, 
Transmission Zones, Electric Distribution 
Territories) 

•  Natural Gas and Oil (Natural Gas Pipelines, 
Natural Gas Interconnects, Natural Gas Facilities, 
Natural Gas Production Regions, LNG Receiving 
Terminals) 

•  Road network and Railways 

Technological Infrastructure 

IM
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Public'Data! Data'
accessible'
aVer'DSS'log'
in!

Private'
and'
strategic'
data!

Commerci
al'
Data'
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CIPCast'plaQorm'data'flow'and'architecture'

Pu
bl
ic
'd
at
a'

GEODATABASE'

DSS'GEOGRAPHIC'INTERFACE'
(geoSDI)'

EISAC'NODE'

PROCESSING'ENVIRONMENT'
(Data'Retrieving','SpaEal'analysis,''
RunEme'processing'etc.)'

Co
m
m
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al
'D
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'

GIS'SERVERS'

WMS 

Login 
INPUT'DATA'

Seismic!real!+me!events!
!(ISIDe)!

Meteo!Nowcas+ng!(Himet)!

Other!data…!

Map service dataflow 

GUI & setting dataflow 

Geometry dataflow 

Admin or User 
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CIPCast'Front'end'
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Electric'Distribu*on'in'Rome'
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CIPCast is a GIS – ENEA can predict undesired events and their 
consequences on the Critical Infrastructures – Roma Urban Area 
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Electric'Distribu*on'in'Rome'
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Total Loss is good metric for non disruptive events It can be 
measured as the duration of missed provision times the number of 
users impacted. 
 

Quality of Service  
(QoS) 

t 

Technology 

Topology  
redundancy 

Prediction 

Management skills 

CIs dependencies 

Resources available 

Resilience R    1/A 

A 

∝Resilience is 
measured as the 
inverse of the total 
loss upon the 
undesired event: 
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RecSim'Results'
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Model parameters S1 Simulations 

Network topology Normal configuration 

# of technical crews 2, 4, 6, 8 

Time for tele-controlled operations 5±2 mins 

Time for technical intervention on site 45 ± 10 mins 

Time for installing an electrical generator 180 ±20 mins 

Fraction of tele-controlled SS being not tele-controllable 0.4 % 

# of technical crews R-1 

2 X ~ + 2,2% 

4 X (41,74) 

6 X ~ - 0,2% 

8 X ~ - 0,4% 
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Emergence'Preparedness'Resources'
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The main Resources available  
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Emergence'Preparedness'Resources'
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This simulated earthwake  reproduces epicenter and magnitude the real 
one named “Impruneta”-  Buildings fall and road viability 
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Islanding'
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The prefecture is kept isolated while being operable. 
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Obserbot:'Listening'to'humans'
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Events'
Repository'

TWITTER&

Collector'

Filter'
&'

Classifier'
Records'
taxonomy'

Twi:er'
repository'

NoSQL'

Filter'
&'

Classifier'

ENEA'
Web'Server'

Analyzer'
&'

Presenter'
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Conclusions'
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The advent of smart society provides an opportunity to 
improve the quality of our life. Smart devices and services 
provide room for new vulnerabilities.  
 
There is no “a priori”  recipe: Policy and decision makers have 
the responsibility to assess how the smart capabilities will change 
our Quality of life. 
 
Company perspectives and human perspectives may lead to 
totally different societies. 
 
European Community tend to identify the end users with the 
asset owners whilst citizens properly are. 
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